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Hello everyone, I hope you have all had your vaccines and are enjoying being
able to get out and visit people and places again. After to speaking to Shirley it
was really surprising to learn that this copy of our magazine is the hundredth’s
edition. Who would have thought after that first get together of Colin &
Elizabeth White, Shirley Bough, Joan Peel, Chris & Dave Hampton would lead
to the inception of the Staffs & Worcs CGS some thirty years ago? Lots of
water has passed under the bridge since then. What with many memorable
talks by Fergus Garrett, John Massey, Bob Brown, Stuart Dixon, Don Witton,
Duncan Combs, Brian Draper, Chris Sanders & Grace Darby. With many more
too numerous to mention.
Lots of wonderful visits to gardens large and small that really impressed. Our
visit to Highgrove some years ago and our visits to Grafton Cottage and
Stockton Bury, also Stone House Cottage Garden and again, far too many to
mention.
It just seems like yesterday that I attended my first meeting at Chris Hampton’s
House in Penn and joined. Then about three years later with the help of my
son putting together our first colour magazine to celebrate ten years as a
society. We still have quite a few of those early members but some have left or
departed us. It’s such a shame that more young people have not been
encouraged to join this lovely Society because I can honestly say it as been a
great pleasure to have made lots of friends over the years whilst sharing our
love of gardening.
(cont)

Send articles for magazine in either Word Format
(any version), as an email or printed on A5, Arial 10pt.
to pat@city of lichfield.co.uk

Please note different email address for anything to
do with the magazine or CGS.!
Articles for Autumn Edition to me by 31st Aug 2021 please.
Pat Ellett
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The last eighteen months have been very difficult for everyone, but I think we
are nearing some sort of normality so here’s hoping that we can soon all get
together enjoying our passion for gardening.
Regards Haydn.

Beth Chatto and Christopher Lloyd
I am enjoying ‘Dear Friend & Gardener’, compiled from letters between Beth
Chatto and Christopher Lloyd. Although they were no doubt great friends they
have no problem telling it like it is.
Here is part of their exchange on the subject of organic vegetable growing.
Christo 'My other roots that are still in the ground are carrots. What a mess
they are in. First starved of rain in August, then stimulated into growth again in
September, they are crazily cracked and full of slugs. Does that make them
organic? I'm sure that we used Brompton in the rows when sowing, but the
effect seems to wear off long before maturing, and there is plenty of carrot fly
damage. I suppose you'd mush the remaining bits of root into a nourishing,
raw puree? '
Beth 'Yes l admit, my vegetables are organically grown. I cannot see the
point of going to all the trouble of growing them yourself, and then dowsing
them in poisonous chemicals. Save yourself the bother and buy them from the
supermarket, sprayed and scrubbed. I fear that l shall rub salt into your wound
when l tell you the carrots stored in my 'cellar' are free from any bugs this year!
Sweet and tender to eat both raw and cooked.
Christo
'l do grow vegetables on quite a large scale, as l have so many
resident visitors. So we can't always give the special or intensive treatments
that make your vegetable plot ideal. Hence the drought affecting my carrots
and the cracks in them caused by subsequent rains starting them into growth
again, when their skins have hardened. I hardly know if you were addressing
me or some invisible class when you wrote about ' going to all the troubles of
growing them (vegetables) yourself, and then dowsing them with poisonous
chemicals'. We take great trouble about applying no more chemical than is
needed (and wearing the prescribed clothing for the purpose). We follow the
instructions and, of course, do not eat any part of the affected plants until all
residual poison has been nullified. It is a pity that organic gardeners cannot
state their case without needing to vent blanket disapproval on all those who
are not converts.'
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Beth 'Now a last word for the time being on organic v. inorganic gardening. Of
course, everyone is free to make that choice. I am not 100 per cent vegetarian
and neither am l 100 per cent an organic gardener. If l see a hefty infestation of
greenfly on Euphorbia wulfenii, (which they adore), l reach for the Tumble weed
……… But overall, like many gardeners including yourself no doubt, we try not
to use materials which will harm predators as well as pests. In the vegetable
garden l prefer not to use weedkiller or systemic chemicals at all!!'

Whatever side that you're on ….
Maybe it's 2.1 to Beth. What do you think?
Sheila Thomas

A Flick of the Wrist
It was said in times gone by, Greece, Rome, Vikings, Anglo-Saxons, the
usage of tools was an art handed down by practice, now if ones food supply
is in situ this tends to make people take an interest in food production.
Firstly the skill of soil preparation, planting and then most vital of all,
maintenance of said crops with a hoe, mattock, rake, fork and spade etc. It
was always boasted that a new tool was better after usage for a season, to
whit it was sharper and a smooth patina of the wooden handle, be it farm or
garden.
Tool talk was very common betwixt cultivators, hard graft was or still inherent
today. So usage of tools has to be of a nature so the human frame, muscles,
bone etc., was not injured. The hoe and rake, spade, fork had to be relaxed,
not tense muscles and excited gusto, or one may not be able to be of use
tomorrow—oh aches and pains.
Well dear readers here we go - a ‘Spadesman’, who was considered in days
gone by as a celebrity, would dig an acre of land in about 150 hours, with a
steel plate screwed to the sole of his boot—so it was not cut in two, he would
sink his spade twelve inches into the sod, then ten thousand times and turn
over 100 tons of soil, as a plough if watched—will not lift the soil but turns it
to the side, going from left to right and vice versa, well readers I could not do
that I’m sure.
Ah well, a cup of tea and a slice of cherry pie.
John D. Holder
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Jan’s Rose
Hello everyone, hopefully by the time you read this we’ll have had our
vaccinations, kicked the virus into touch and our lives will be getting back to
normal.
Everyone in our club knew Jan Kennedy, she sold the raffle tickets at our talks
(normally providing the prizes herself). Unfortunately Jan passed away early
2020 and is sadly missed. She had a heart of gold and was so generous she’d
give her soul away and was always first to help.
I’d gone for a coffee with her and Jack one afternoon in 2019 and on leaving
she gave me the rose below, it was by her back door, had no name, but even I
knew it was a rose!! I planted it by our old apple tree, perhaps not in the best
place but I could see it from the house. We had no blooms in 2019 but look
what we had in 2020 this lovely single flower. I did shed a few tears as I knew
Jan was watching over us and this was her lovely contribution to our garden. I
miss her dreadfully.
Looking forward to seeing you all very soon. Stay safe and healthy.
Paulette
Colley
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Primula Auricula

I am very lucky to be volunteering/work placement at Hillview hardy plants
Worfield for part of my Horti course curriculum. There they hold one of the
national Auricula collections. The Auricula is an Alpine primula that is not only
beautiful but exquisite. Primula auricula means ‘ear shaped’ depicting the
shape of the leaves.
Auriculas as we know them today are descendants of a hybrid between 2
European alpine primulas; the Primula Auricula, or bear’s ear, and Primula
Hirsuta or European alpine primrose.
Tradition has it that the Auricula was introduced into England by Flemish
weavers fleeing religious persecution on the Continent. A more likely
explanation is that the plants arrived by interchange between leading
Continental and English gardeners, as happened with many other plants.
They are thought to have been grown in UK gardens since the latter half of the
16th century and are mentioned in Gerard's Herbal of 1597. The plants would
have had similar stripes and patterns as you see today but their petals were
serrated and pointed not rounded. Auricula were collected by both rich and
working men who used their free time to cultivate new species and displaying
them at local shows, usually in pubs! The owner of the best Auricula would take
home a coveted ‘copper kettle’ that adorned the front of the pub on show
day.
Auricula have been loved and enthused about for over 150 years and have
been bred into all different types. The main ones are: Stripes, Show, Double,
Alpines and Border. They are usually brightly coloured with a defined yellow/
white centre, but new breeds have formed pastels that are delightful. Some
Auricula have a farine/meal covering the plant which is a fine dust that adds to
their beauty and definition. During the 19th century they fell out of favour with
some special breeds being lost forever but thankfully the Auricula societies and
a few stalwart growers managed to keep the remaining plants going. A lot of
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work has been done over the last 75 years to prevent the loss of the heirloom
plants especially with the National heritage plant society.
The Victorians took great delight in displaying them within a theatre and the
plants' needs were well cared for, they nicknamed them ‘The painted lady’.
People shy away from growing them as they often think they are fussy and
needy, this is not the case. They are hardy and can be grown outside in sun
or partial shade.
Just like their alpine ancestors they prefer lots of ventilation and a free
draining compost as they detest being wet in the winter. A basic mix with
equal parts of loam, compost and grit (or perlite) is good to start with; most
growers will have their own preferred mixes but they tend to be a variant of
this. Additional feeding either comes from a diluted liquid potash feed in
spring, or a slow release fertiliser like bone meal mixed into the compost.
They look their best in April & May with a rosette of healthy leaves and trusses
of 7 to 11 pips (flowers). Once flowering is over they should be re-potted.
You’d notice that as well as fibrous roots there is a thick root stock, also
known as the carrot. This gets longer as it ages but is most productive when
kept to around 5cm long. You may also see small offsets (baby plants)
growing from the carrot, they can be removed and potted up.. Water well and
keep checking for the first two weeks, they don’t want to be sitting in wet
compost. Remember that plants grown from seed will not be true to the parent
plant, the only way of increasing your numbers is to propagate the babies.
If possible, keep them under some shade during the spring and summer
months and don’t be alarmed if your plants suddenly start turning yellow, they
tend to lose leaves in the summer when it’s hot. Keep an eye on watering as
they will not appreciate drying out. They may start to send up new trusses of
flowers in autumn, this won’t harm your plants.
As winter rolls in they like to ‘rest’ over a cold period and will happily freeze in
their pots as long as they’re not too wet. This seems to be the reason why
historically Auriculas favour the north of the UK, as the south is too mild and
they don’t ever fully stop growing. Auricula show their first signs of growth in
February; the time that most will preen and top-dress their plants ready for a
new season.
I now have a great love for these beauties and will continue to grow,
propagate and add to my collection, as there are always new varieties. Try
them yourselves and see if you catch the Auricula bug!
Rachel Glover
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Auricula ‘Amicable’

Auricula ‘Newton Harcourt’

Auricula Theatre

Auricula ‘Old Dusty Miller’
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Southern Counties Gardens in Words and Pictures
No 1 - Kilver Court, Somerset
Located in Shepton Mallet, Kilver Court Gardens lie behind old industrial mill
buildings and cover 3.5 acres. They were originally created at the beginning of
the 1900’s by enlightened industrialist Ernest Jardine, to provide a recreation
space for the employees of his lace making business. Facilities then also
included a pub and a school for the workers’ children. He also restored the mill
pond to become a boating lake, to further nurture and enhance the lives of his
workforce. These industrial buildings now provide space for designer and
factory outlet shops.
In time the gardens became a derelict site until in the 1960’s the Showerings, a
local family who were cider producers, purchased it. Francis Showering and
his brothers achieved extraordinary success in the drinks industry, specifically
through their invention of Babycham – a sparkling perry made from pear juice.
The Showering family ploughed some of their considerable Babycham fortune
into redeveloping the garden into largely what we see today.
A dominant central feature is a large rock garden created by renowned garden
designer George Whitelegg as a gigantic version of his Gold Medal winning
1960 RHS Chelsea Flower Show garden. Behind the rock garden is what
might be described as the ‘ultimate’ garden structural feature, a 15m high
Grade II listed arched railway viaduct. The railway line it carried no longer
exists. Running just inside the rear boundary of the site, the viaduct provides a
stunning backdrop to the garden as a whole.
Kilver Court is now owned by Roger Saul, who in 1996 acquired the mill
buildings and garden to serve as the headquarters for his fashion company
Mulberry. He has brought his own visionary design influences into the garden,
making changes to introduce more informality and winter interest. There is now
an elegant entrance with a parterre crafted from clipped box, interplanted with
iris and roses. From here vibrant coloured borders lead you into the main
garden area. Rather than removing the now no longer in vogue rock garden,
he has taken out some of the overgrown conifers within it and replanted new
ones, so as to, in his words, “Enhance and give purpose to what must be one
of the few rock gardens that still exist in this country”. One of his latest
developments is a 100m long herbaceous border running alongside the
viaduct, where structure, texture and colour are clearly apparent in his thinking.
From here a pleasant walk behind the lake brings you back to the garden
entrance.
Overall Roger Saul has changed little, but rather preserved and enhanced the
Showerings creation into a stunning garden. Should you ever be in this part of
the country, then Kilver Court is well worth a visit. It is an RHS Partner Garden.
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More photos next
page
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Colin White
Dorchester
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Dorchester in Late Spring
May 2021
I have just re-read the article I wrote for our last magazine. Yes, as predicted,
spring did arrive with all its glorious optimism. Up a quiet, ancient country
track over the other side of the river, celandines followed by stitchwort and
pink campion, interspersed latterly with bluebells and cow parsley, have grown
and blossomed, while the old hedgerows that stand guard on either side have
slowly greened over.
What a heavenly sight it is! Without man’s pencilled plans or coordinated
colour schemes, this natural garden stretches up the grassy lane on both this
side and that, and round the corner too; a heart-lifting sight after those long
months of winter lockdown.
Back on our own home ground, the mallards did return not only to our
rooftops, but to our garden. In March a pair of them begin to reconnoitre,
nervously at first. Then with increasing boldness they took to swimming in our
tiny (about 2.75 x 1.5 metres) oval pond adjacent to the back door, much to
the consternation of Colin, as they developed a taste for the emerging shoots
of the pond plants we had bought last autumn from a specialist nursery. Swim
and snack completed and feathers titivated, they would take a walk along the
grassy bank, en route flattening the flowering wild and the slightly smaller
Tenby daffodils, the primroses, late snowdrops and any odd snake’s head
fritillary unfortunate enough to be standing in their path, before settling there to
enjoy a short siesta. Their exit strategy was either to waddle across to the
border, unfussy as to what precious plants their broad webbed feet trampled
upon, and slip under the trellis fence, or to fly over it before making their way
messily down to the river. Now as I write in the third week of May, there is no
rewarding sight of tiny ducklings being lead down to the water below. I
suspect that they ducked out of the parenthood bit in favour of an easier life
with minimal responsibilities.
Some weeks ago when we experienced that unseasonable hot dry spell, we
became concerned for the health of our new trees. We were galvanized into
action by the sudden change in the weeping Cercidiphyllum that began to look
decidedly droopy as fresh new leaves dried and wizened. So on went more
water, compost and manure in the hope that it would soon recover. I think that
we had taken our eye off the ball and had failed to consider the draining nature
of our very chalky soil. The other trees I listed in my previous article are all
bearing up well, although the Crataegus arnoldiana, has yet to blossom. And
talking of trees, we discovered that a very healthy potted Acer ‘Seiryu’ was
exhibiting die-back symptoms, caused not by frost or lack of water, but by blue
-tits nesting in the box nearby. We thought initially that they must be looking
for unusually early greenfly, but not so. They had been eating the tiny leaf
buds, leaving the small tree to display a canopy of bare twiggy ends to its
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branches. I wonder if anyone else has witnessed this activity?
Finally, to return to the hawthorn that we planted along with the purple twisted
hazel and a weeping cotoneaster. At last, as the weather warmed up, I have
been able to make a start on planting up around them in this wider and sunnier
part of the front border. I had a plan in my head and plants set by patiently
waiting for me. So in they went. However, as with many a well-intentioned plan,
mine has gone somewhat awry. After their Covid enforced sabbatical, the
nurserymen have returned to the Wednesday market here, and well, one just
has to support them! So now the growing gaps between the carefully placed
plants are being reduced in size in order to accommodate my new acquisitions;
a salvia ’Amistad’ here, some edging pinks between the Nepeta ‘Walker’s Low’
plants, small shrubs and late flowering asters towards the back. And so it goes
on. Ah well! They will create a colourful if not completely harmonious
introduction to our home; and will I’m sure give pleasure to those passers by
when they walk or stop to gain breath on the steep bend outside our garden
wall.
Elizabeth White

Fred’s Plot
It’s been a funny old spring—cold, dry April and then a wet
May but it seems to have settled down as we go into June.
My early potatoes and second early potatoes are looking
well and they have not been caught by the frost this year. Broad beans and
Green Shaft peas are coming along fine.
I moved my strawberries into a new bed—they are covered in straw and
have berries and flowers in abundance.
I grow Palace F1 parsnips in conical holes formed by driving an iron bar into
the ground and rotating it to form a hole 12” deep and 4” wide across the
top. The holes are then filled with compost and 3 seeds are sown in each
one, singling them to one after germination. They are now in the one true
leaf stage.
Onions and shallots are growing well. I will not go mad with the fertiliser this
year. I grow Sturon onions and they were massive last year but kept well. I
was using them until mid-May.
Good gardening.
Fred Ellett
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All Those Years Ago
Many years ago my eldest daughter enrolled me as a member of the Cottage
Garden Society – I think I can honestly say that it changed my life.
At the time we lived opposite the lovely Derek Higgott and he suggested that
we should all go along to a talk in Little Haywood Village Hall entitled
“Cottage Gardening” by a lady called Chris Hampton. We loved what she
had to say and discovered that Chris was then secretary of the Staffs &
Worcs Group of the Cottage Garden Society so we joined. I will always
remember that the first visit we went to was to Ashwood and Chris kindly met
us outside. We thoroughly enjoyed ourselves and the rest, as they say, is
history.
We have been to amazing gardens, heard great speakers and above all
made lifelong friends.
We have so many lovely memories and look forward to adding to those
memories as the years go by.
Sue Potter

A Day that had a Big Impact on Our Lives

Thirty years ago, having recently joined the Cottage Garden Society, we
responded to an advertisement in the CGS magazine, calling for interested
people to attend a meeting with the aim of forming a new affiliated Group in
the Midlands area. Four of us attended at what turned out to be not a cottage
with garden, but a small suburban house with matching sized garden in Penn,
Wolverhampton. It was the home of David and Chris Hampton, he having an
interest in photography and she being a very knowledgeable and generous
plantswoman. By the meeting’s end a Group had been formed, its founder
members being Chris, Dave, Shirley Bough and Joan Peel from Staffs and
Colin & Elizabeth White, who came from Worcs; – hence being called the
Staffs & Worcs Group.
The membership increased quite quickly and from thereon the rest is history.
Being part of the Group has had a significant impact on our lives, giving us
opportunities to visit many interesting gardens, to learn so much about plants
and gardening and meet like-minded people. In time I (Colin) joined the
committee, enjoying organising garden visits and later was privileged to take
over the chairmanship from Shirley for a number of years. For me (Elizabeth)
my pleasure has come from assisting ‘behind the scenes’ wherever needed.
We have had such enjoyment being members of this friendly and caring
Group. Above all, we have made so many very good friends over the years.
Colin & Elizabeth White (Dorchester)
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The Magazine
It is hard to believe that this is the hundredth edition of the magazine. I
remember when the original six of us first met in the early 1990’s at Chris
Hampton’s home in Wolverhampton. Chris and her husband Dave, Colin and
Elizabeth White, Joan Peel and me. Little did we think that we would still be
going strong. The first newsletter was written by Chris just on a sheet of
paper. Slowly it became the magazine and look at it now.
So many memories of beautiful gardens and days out. (I just wish that I could
get to them now.) All those excellent speakers as well as the other interesting
articles that make our wonderful magazine.
Thank you so much Pat.
Shirley Bough

I can’t remember who took this photo but I was there when it was taken at a
garden in Stafford. I think the garden belonged to a member of the Hardy Plant
Society.
Haydn Williams
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Gardens near and far
The gardens mentioned here are some we have visited on our travels or on
visits with groups other than the CGS S&WGG.
No holiday in North Devon is complete without a visit to RHS Rosemore but on
a brief visit to that area we found Docton Mill Gardens not far from Clovelly.
This is a wild garden with a river walk leading to the restored water mill, bog
garden, Magnolia Garden plus an herbaceous border over 140 metres long.
Their Cream Teas are excellent and there are plants for sale. Footpaths are
uneven so stout footwear is a necessity when exploring this garden.

In Somerset we have explored a number of gardens including Hestercombe
near Taunton with its Georgian landscape incorporating temples and lake; with
the formal gardens designed by Gertrude Jekyll and Sir Edward Lutyens. A few
miles north are The Walled Gardens of Cannington near Bridgwater (below).
These gardens are within the grounds of a medieval priory established 900
years ago. In visits over the years we have seen how the grounds have been
restored and developed with classic and contemporary features.
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In north Somerset, about 10 years ago we found Barley Wood Walled Garden,
Wrington. This was built in 1901 as a Victorian Kitchen Garden with orchards to
feed Herbert Henry Wills of the Imperial Tobacco Company. The hillside
location is stunning with views over Wrington Vale and the Mendip Hills. The
‘Big House’ and estate were sold separately some years ago without the
Walled Garden. The neglected and overgrown Walled Garden was eventually
rescued and at the time of our visit the garden was being extensively restored
with new paths, vegetable beds, wall trained fruit and apple orchards. Now it
also has a restaurant and artist studios – so one definitely to revisit.

Not far away is Tyntesfield, an amazing Victorian Gothic Revival house and
estate near Wraxall. The last owner, before it passed to the National Trust, was
a member of the Gibb family, who made their fortune importing Guano (bird
droppings) from Peru for use as fertiliser. There are gardens, orchard,
arboretum and parkland to explore. The kitchen garden and Orangery have
been restored so we would like to see the results but the star is the magnificent
house and chapel.
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Travelling up the M5 from Bristol make a brief detour to Frampton-onSevern to visit Pan-Global Plants. A specialist nursery, founded by Nick
Macer, it is located within a walled garden with an eclectic range of plants,
shrubs and trees on display. Not a garden as such but the range of plants
on display plus the location and surrounding area in the Severn Valley make
it worth the visit and you are sure to come away with at least one unusual
purchase.

In the Cotswolds, Lawrence Johnston created at Hidcote Manor a garden
that is divided into a series of garden rooms but also avenues bordered by
different plantings. Inspired by his travels around the world and the plants he
brought back plus those from other plant hunters so there are many rare
shrubs and trees. The long herbaceous borders are a riot of colour in
summer and walkways with old scented roses. Other features are the
Gazebos, pools and the topiary of the Pillar garden. This must be one of the
best gardens in the UK.

More in next issue.
David Glennon
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Down Memory Lane

Bachefield House, Herefordshire, June 2012

The Beeches, Rocester, July 2012
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The Dower House, Melbourne, Derbyshire, April 2016

Heath House, Staffs, April, 2013
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The Mill Garden, Warwick, Sept. 2015

Refreshment time at Wall, March 2006
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Strawberry Shortcake Cookies
150g chilled unsalted butter,
cut into approx. 5mm cubes,
plus extra for greasing
200g plain flour
50g granulated sugar
220g strawberries, hulled
Juice of ½ a lemon
100ml double cream
100g icing sugar
Preheat the oven to 180°C/gas mark 4 and grease and line two large, flat
baking trays. Place the flour in a large mixing bowl and add the butter cubes
and sugar, then mix twice with a wooden spoon. Using forefingers and
thumbs, rub the butter into the flour quickly, until the mixture resembles
breadcrumbs. Shake the bowl gently from side to side, so the larger pieces of
butter rise to the top and can be broken down further.
Setting two strawberries aside, chop the remainder into approx. 5mm pieces,
then place in a bowl and add the lemon juice. Add the strawberry mixture to
the large mixing bowl and mix in, along with the double cream.
Shape a spoonful of the mixture into a ball, then place on a prepared tray and
press down to flatten until 5mm thick. Continue with the remaining mixture
until it has all been used. There should be approx. 14 biscuits.
Bake for 20-25 mins until golden, then allow to cool for 5 mins before
transferring to a wire rack to cool completely.
Using a stick blender, blend the remaining two strawberries until a puree, then
mix in the icing sugar to make a thin icing. Drizzle over the biscuits and allow
to set, then serve.
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Plant Sale at Pat & Fred Ellett’s, May 2017

A regional group of The Cottage Garden Society
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